
Both are essential to success!
Sales and Marketing are often separate functions who don't always agree.
Marketing may believe the sales force is myopic -- too focused on individual
customers, unaware of the larger market, and blind to the future. The sales
team, in turn, may believe that marketers are out of touch with what's really
going on with customers.  It isn't enough to coexist -- it takes multiple contacts
through marketing and sales processes to move a prospect from one level to
the next.  When they work together, they can change the world!
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Group Director:  Lisa Franklin
Lisa is an enthusiastic leader who acts as a catalyst to inspire creativity and
growth at group meetings and with individual members through one-on-one
coaching.  Her experience spans 25 years in sales, marketing, and product
management in a Fortune 100 company.  She holds a Master of Science
degree in Product Design and Development from Northwestern University
and is an Adjunct Professor of Marketing at Carthage College. 



OUR

GOALS

We're a collection of sales and marketing leaders responsible for delivering
value to customers while growing both top and bottom-line revenue for our
companies.  We embrace the Sales Pipeline and the Marketing Funnel --
we have each other's back!

We're customer and brand advocates who enjoy sharing best practices,
and exploring new ideas and opportunities to learn together.  We speak
the same language, face similar challenges, and help each other grow! 

Our mission:
Short AND Long-Term Success!

We build and communicate value!

MEETING TOPICS MEMBERSHIP
Although there are no contracts, many 
Paranet members stay throughout their 
careers and regard their group as a
"Personal Board of Directors".

Annual Membership includes:
6 - Group Meetings
4 - 1:1 Coaching Sessions
1 - Personal DiSC Assessment
20+ Paranet Events

Annual Fee - $5,800
(Most members choose to pay quarterly) 

Topics are chosen based on the
group's current challenges and may
include:  Digital and B2B marketing
trends, ecommerce, MAP pricing,
CRM tools, brand building, customer
acquisition methods and loyalty
measurement, KPI's, and much more!

We benchmark our experiences,
share new ideas and reach out to
third party experts and resources for
broader learning.


